
To make a mini pin loom 

These instruc,ons show you how to make a mini loom, if you have the appropriate tools. If you 
haven't got the tools, it will probably be more cost-effec,ve to purchase a mini loom though. 

What you will need 
A piece of plywood, minimum 5/16" (8mm) thick, and at least 3 x 3" (8 x 8cm approx). 
Panel saw or jigsaw 
Drill with a hole saw aNachment, approx 2" (5cm) in diameter 
Sandpaper 
Ruler 
Pencil 
Hammer 
Pliers (op,onal)  
Panel pins (at least 30) 

Instruc7ons 
1.  Mark the plywood to size, minimum 3 x 3" (the one in the picture is 4.5 x 4.5"). 
2.  Use the saw to cut out the square piece. 
3.  Using the ruler corner to corner across your piece of plywood to mark a cross in the centre.  
4.  Posi,on the hole saw on the centre mark to drill out the round hole.  

 



5.  Use the sandpaper on the outer and inner edges to make it smooth. This stops your yarn catching 
when you are weaving.  
6.  Mark a line approx 3/8" (5mm) from the top of the centre hole and another the same distance 
from the boNom.  Try to get these lines parallel with each other.  
7.  Mark 15 points along each of these lines approx 1/4" (4mm) apart.  
8.  Op,onal - to make removing your piece of weaving from the loom easier when it's finished, using 
the pliers, snip the heads off your panel pins.  

 
Carefully hammer the panel pins in place where you have marked.  
Your mini loom is now ready for use.  

Tips: 
• Don't bother trying to make one of these from a piece of so_wood. We tried it, and it split 

when we were hammering the nails in because they're so close together. 
• You can make a pin loom without the hole in the middle but it's trickier to use.  
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